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ABSTRACT

When visualizing large datasets, an important goal is to emphasize
data that is relevant to the task at hand. A common way of achieving
this is to compute the relevance of the data using degree of interest
(DOI) functions, which apply a scenario-specific metric to quantify
the data items according to their relevance to the users and their
tasks. These DOI values can then be used to adjust the visual
encoding through mechanisms like focus+context or information
hiding. For datasets too large to be visualized at once, an alternative
approach is to visualize it progressively in chunks, allowing analysts
to reason about partial results and concluding their analysis much
earlier than had they waited for all data. Combining the advantages
of both approaches to tailor the visualization seems synergistic, yet,
in practice turns out to be challenging, as DOI functions require
the context of all data to produce useful values, requiring lengthy
computations that break analysts’ flow in progressive visualization.
In this paper, we propose an approach for uniting DOI functions
with progressive visualization. We first introduce a new model for
quantifying the user interest in analysis scenarios where the data is
only partially available, by computing the interest for available data
and predicting it for the rest. We then propose regression trees for
implementing this approach in practice and evaluate it in benchmarks.
With DOI values now available for progressive visualization as well,
our approach opens the door for tailoring the visualization of large
datasets to the analysis task at interactive update rates.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Degree of Interest (DOI) functions [7] are an important method
underpinning many approaches for interactive visual analysis. Based
on scenario-specific metrics, DOI functions quantify the user interest
for parts of the data, which then allows for tailoring the visualization
to the analyst’s interest. The general idea is to use the interest values
to present interesting parts of data prominently, rather than having
analysts waste time digging through data uninteresting to them. Well-
known techniques enabled by DOI functions include focus+context
views [10], interest-based labeling [1], and information hiding [4].

DOI functions share their goal of tailoring visualizations of large
datasets with progressive visualization methods. In progressive vi-
sualization, the dataset is divided into subsets (so-called chunks),
which are then visualized incrementally over time, rather than visu-
alizing the entire dataset at once [23]. Progressive visualization can
be tailored to analysts’ interests by prioritizing data that are most
relevant, i.e., visualizing them as early as possible, while showing
less relevant data later or never. Benefits of the progressive approach
are the ability of terminating otherwise long-running computations
early, once all interesting data has been visualized [27], dynami-
cally steering the computation to prioritize data from regions of
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Figure 1: We reach interactive update rates for DOI computations on
large datasets by progressively updating a user interest model when
data relevance changes, rather than computing it on all data.

interest [26], and ensuring the display of the most interesting data
regardless of the available display space [21].

Thus, DOI functions and progressive visualization both aim to
make the visual analysis of large datasets more manageable by
taking the user interest into account: DOI functions allow tailoring
the visualization to visually emphasize data items based on user
interest, while progressive visualization leverages user interest to
show interesting data as early as possible – realizing a “temporal
emphasis” of sorts. This similarity has also been noted in prior work,
for example, by Stolper et al., who mention a benefit of progressive
visualization being that analysts can move “patterns of interest” to
the front of the processing queue [23], or by Hellerstein et al. who
propose a mechanism for dynamically reordering the data whenever
analysts “change their definition of interesting” [12].

With so much overlap between DOI and progressive visualiza-
tion, this paper investigates the idea of joining these two approaches.
However, their combination leads to challenges caused by the dispar-
ity between what data is needed to compute a DOI function and what
data is available in the progressive visualization. In non-progressive
visualization, where the entire dataset is available, computing a DOI
function is conceptually straightforward, but how does one do it
when only having access to the data one chunk at a time? A naïve
approach to compute a DOI function is to compute it only on every
incoming chunk of data, but that clearly disregards all other data
visualized so far. An alternative is computing a DOI function over
all visualized data with every chunk, but that also quickly takes too
long, as more and more data is visualized. Thus, while DOI func-
tions could help increase the efficiency of progressive visualizations,
these challenges need to be resolved first.

In this paper, we address these challenges by first proposing a
new model for the user interest on progressive visualization, and
we then show how to use it in practice. Specifically, we propose to
move from exhaustive DOI computations to partial DOI predictions:
Since we cannot efficiently compute the DOI function over all stored
data, we instead compute it over a small subset of the data and train
a predictor on its output. We then use this predictor to maintain valid
interest values for the visualized data and to include new relevant
data from the database in the visualization (see Figure 1). We show
how the hierarchical structure of regression tree models are ideal
for making these selections on tabular data, and demonstrate the
feasibility of our approach in benchmarks.
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Figure 2: Demonstrative example of our approach: (1) Computing the DOI function over visualized data assigns an interest value to each data item.
(2) Then, a regression tree is trained on that data, using the interest as labels. The trained model consists of a set of decision rules that divide
the data by predicted interest value. (3) These decision rules can now be used to query the stored data, by appending them to the query that
retrieves the next chunk. Appending rules leading to a high predicted interest steers the progression towards interesting data. (4) To supplement
the steered sample, we enrich it with visualized data selected along “uninteresting” paths of the regression tree. (5) The DOI values are then
computed for the selection from the two previous steps, and (6) a new regression tree is trained. (7) By comparing the predicted interest with the
earlier regression tree, we can detect changes per path in the interest model and update the interest values efficiently.

2 BACKGROUND

A central goal for useful visualization is to show the most relevant
data to analysts at all times. To know what data is relevant, degree of
interest (DOI) functions can be used that compute the current user
interest for a data item relative to all other items in the dataset. User
interests are complex and highly scenario-specific, and so are DOI
functions computing them. The output of a DOI function is usually
normalized to the range of [0,1], with 0 indicating an item is of
lowest interest and 1 for highest. DOI functions can be complex, and
are often a linear combination of different terms capturing specific
facets of the user interest that make an item relevant to the analyst.
For example, terms may measure a priori interests (e.g., a large item
value) [7], but it can also depend on interest values of its surrounding
items in the current visualization [1] or on the interaction state, such
as the distance to the current focus node [11], the similarity to the
active search terms [25], or the number of times analysts have already
interacted with a data item in the past [9]. Thus, only some DOI
terms can be pre-computed a priori; others can only be computed
during the analysis. Additionally, while some DOI terms can be
reused across scenarios, this is often complicated since they are
highly scenario-specific, for example to aid the visual exploration in
specific ontology tools [2].

Once the user interest is computed, the visualization can be tai-
lored to these interest values to emphasize relevant parts and de-
emphasizing irrelevant parts. On multivariate datasets, for example,
interest values can drive focus+context visualizations across multiple
views, making the most interest data stand out in each [3].

But DOI functions have a problem: keeping up to date with what
data is relevant takes a long time on big datasets. This is because DOI
functions are relative, meaning that they compute the user interest
relative to all other data, requiring access of the entire dataset. While
pre-computing the user interest would be a simple solution, real
world interest values are constantly changing, caused by users select-
ing a different focus node [8], changing parameters/terms/weights
of the DOI function [1], entering new search terms [25], or mov-
ing on to a different task based on their acquired knowledge [9].
In some cases, these dynamics can be so complex themselves that
they become a subject of analysis in their own right [22]. What is
challenging here is that every time the data relevance changes, we
need to compute the DOI function over the entire dataset, and the
bigger our dataset, the longer that computation takes. In other words,
keeping up with relevance on large datasets by computing a DOI
function can simply take too long for “fluid” interaction [5].

The open research challenge then is how to still tailor progressive
visualizations of large datasets to the task relevance of the data. In
response, we propose to compute the DOI on a data subset, using
a model of the user interest to fill in for the rest of the dataset (see
Figure 1), rather than computing a DOI function over all data every
time the data relevance changes (which happens frequently). While
no model is perfect and inherently uncertain, predictions are still a
valid option, because DOI functions themselves are inherently only
approximations of the “actual” subjective relevance to the analyst.

Therefore, small deviations between predicted and computed user
interests may be negligible for the visualization. More importantly, a
model allows us to efficiently update the visualization incrementally,
rather than requiring full replacements. In our approach, whenever
the relevance of the data changes, a data item either becomes interest-
ing, it becomes uninteresting, or it stays interesting. By maintaining
a model of the user interest, we are able to identify these changes
and, thereby, limit the data used for the actual DOI computation to
keep update times low enough for fluid interaction.

As a result, the benefits of progressive visualization complement
those of DOI functions. Incremental updates allow us to tailor
visualizations of large datasets to the user interest without delay,
because we can focus the DOI function on a small subset of data
that needs it. That way, we enable the interest-based interactive
progressive visualization of massive datasets.

3 A PROGRESSIVE APPROACH TO DOI FUNCTIONS

Our approach divides the data into two parts: visualized items are
most relevant to the task and are, as the name implies, shown in
the visualization, and stored items, essentially all other items in the
dataset. To ensure that the visualized data is relevant, we maintain a
model of the user interest using regression trees. Regression trees
recursively split the dataset along its attributes into two similarly
relevant subsets. Each leaf node of a trained regression tree predicts
an interest value of data matching a set of decision rules.

While there are many other (and in some cases more accurate)
prediction methods, the hierarchical structure of regression trees
makes them ideal for our purposes, because it allows us to query the
data based on its predicted interest. That is, by traversing the tree
from a leaf node (i.e., a predicted interest) to the root, we obtain a
Boolean filter that describes items with a predicted interest. In other
words, from a relatively small training sample [18] a regression tree
enables us to efficiently divide the data – both visualized and stored
– into high or low interest partitions, without actually computing the
DOI function over all data. This extends upon our prior work [13],
where we used trees to efficiently steer progressions towards unpro-
cessed data subspaces similar to a selection in view space. Having a
prediction of the user interest over the entire dataset then allows us
to keep the visualization most relevant at all times. We detail this
process below, aided by the demonstrative example in Figure 2.

Assumptions We focus on tailoring visualizations of a numerical,
tabular dataset that is too large to fit into memory or on the screen
and is, therefore, visualized progressively. We also assume that an
appropriate DOI function exists for computing the user interest, and
that the visualization does not contain any data, yet.

To be characterized as progressive according to the definition by
Fekete and Primet [6], updates to the visualization need to happen
within the human latency limits. In other words, there exists a maxi-
mum number of items cmax that the DOI function can process with
each step, while ensuring that the visualization remains interactive.

Overview The general way in which our approach works is as
follows (see Figure 2). When the visualization is empty at first, we



draw a sample of size cmax from the visualized dataset, and compute
the DOI function over it, producing a numeric interest value for each
sampled item. We then train a regression tree on the sample, using
the computed interest as labels. With this regression tree, we can
now efficiently predict the interest of the remaining data.

We use this to progressively update the visualization. For example,
when selecting the next chunk of data, we use the tree to prioritize
interesting data. To do so, we generate the Boolean filter for the
leaf node with the greatest interest by combining the decision rules
that lead to it in a conjunction. We append this filter to our database
query that retrieves the next chunk, thus steering the progression.
In return, we get a set of data items that the model predicts to be
of high interest. Before computing its actual interest, however, it is
important that we supplement this sample to avoid biasing the DOI
computation. We can again use the tree to achieve this by selecting
visualized data along all other leaf nodes except for the one we used
in the previous step. We then compute the DOI function on the
combination of interesting and uninteresting data and train a new
regression tree on the output. Before updating the visualization,
we need to ensure that all interest values for data so far in the
visualization are still consistent with that new model. We do so by
comparing the predicted interests for items from all leaf nodes of the
new regression tree with their previous interest. Whenever the two
differ significantly for a leaf node, we predict the for all items of that
node. We repeat this process of retrieving new items and adding it
to the visualization until all data is visualized. Below, we elaborate
on the steps of our approach.

Training the first regression tree Since the visualization at first
does not contain any data to compute an interest on, we begin by
selecting a random set of cmax stored items in order to get a broad
first overview of the data. Then we compute the user interest on
that set using the DOI function, receiving our first interest values
( 1© in Figure 2). So far, these represent the entire visualized dataset,
meaning that we can already tailor the visualization based on it. We
train a regression tree model of the current user interest on that data,
using the interest values as labels ( 2©). This model provides us with
a first approximation of the user interest on the full dataset, and we
can now use it to visualize other interesting data.

Prioritizing stored data When selecting the next chunk of stored
data, we want to ensure that this new data is relevant, i.e., our
DOI function assigns a high value to it. While we cannot compute
the DOI function over the entire stored dataset, we can use the
partitioning of the regression tree to focus our selection on those
items that it predicts to be relevant. To do so, we translate the
decision rules along the path from the root node to leaf nodes with
the highest interest score into a Boolean filter, similar to our prior
work steering-by-example [13]. For example, the query for the leaf
node leading to a predicted interest of 0.9 in step 3© of Figure 2 is
(a > 0.5 AND b > 0.15). Thus, based on the data currently in the
visualization, we predict that items that match this filter are more
relevant to the analyst than the rest of the data.

Selecting supplemental data Computing the user interest exclu-
sively over the data we just selected would mean that the result is
only valid relative to that new data, but not relative to data that ana-
lysts are already familiar with. In other words, items that are most
relevant in the context of one set of items are not necessarily as rele-
vant in another set, and could lead to irrelevant data being visualized.
To overcome this, we use the interest model to select visualized data
to supplement the DOI computation. Since the visualization at this
point contains at least cmax items, we cannot include all visualized
data in the computation of the next chunk, so we need to find a
smaller representation of it. To make that selection, we again use the
regression tree model to retrieve data based on its predicted interest.
In contrast to the previous step, though, we now select items from all
leaf nodes except for those high-interest nodes, and we also select
items from the visualized data this time ( 4©). This essentially results

in a balanced sample across leaves of the regression tree, ensuring
that our next interest computation is based on data from all degrees
of interest seen so far.

Retraining the interest model Now that we have a selection of
cmax input items, we simply use the DOI function to compute their
user interest ( 5©). This has two effects: we have computed the
user interest for new, previously stored items, and we re-computed
the user interest for the visualized data that have been chosen as
supplement ( 6©). New interest values can be used to tailor the
visualization of the new data. The re-computed interest allows us to
detect changes to our previous interest model by comparing the old
and new interest values for the visualized data in the computation.
If the two do not significantly differ, this means that the visualized
interest values are still valid. If they do differ, we need to update
them. To reduce the cost of this update, we again use the regression
tree. That is, we simply measure the change in computed interest
per leaf node of the old model rather than overall, and then only
update the interest for data selected by each leaf node exhibiting
significant changes ( 7©). To avoid the overhead of again computing
appropriate supplement for computing the DOI function, we instead
predict the interest of outdated leaf nodes using the new interest
model. We can either perform this update synchronously with the
next interest computation (by reducing cmax), if the number of items
to be updated is relatively small, or asynchronously for more “costly”
cases so as not to not impact the human latency constraints of the
DOI function.

Updating outdated interest values Aside from changes in the
visualized data, there are also other reasons why our user interest
model for progressive visualization may become outdated. We can
broadly group these reasons based on whether analysts directly
adjusted the DOI function or not. In the former case, analysts
may invalidate the interest model by, for example, adjusting the
terms used in the DOI functions, the weights between them, or their
parameters. In the latter case, analysts interactions with the data
invalidate the model, for example, by selecting a new focus dataset
of interest (see the DIST term used by Gladisch et al. [7]), or by
simply covering different parts of the data during exploration (see
the KNOW term used by Gladisch et al. [9]).

The workflow outlined above implicitly captures these changes
in the DOI function and will update the computed DOI values in the
next step of the progression. This is because a new model will be
trained on the adjusted DOI function, which computes a different
interest than the model trained on the old DOI function. As the
update step of the workflow compares the predictions of the new
interest model with the previous model, all items for which the
interest changed significantly are “flagged” for update. As a result,
our workflow accounts for dynamic adjustments to the DOI function.

4 EVALUATION

Setup Following Munzner’s nested model [17], we benchmark our
approach on the 2018 NYC taxi dataset containing about 112M rows
with 17 numeric and categorical columns describing cab rides in
New York City from 20181. We limited our benchmarks to 1M rows
per test case to be able to fit all data into memory for computing
the ground truth and to keep runtimes between tests manageable. A
simple task on this dataset is to find outlier taxi rides, which, for
example, earned the driver more than usual or because they took un-
usually long. The following DOI function captures this interest for an
item x: f (x) = norm(xtotal_amount + xtip_amount + xtrip_duration+=
xtrip_distance), with norm normalizing the result to [0,1]. We com-
pute this DOI function using our approach and using a baseline test
case that naïvely computes the DOI function progressively, i.e., it
computes the interest for every item only once, at the time when
it is added to the visualization. As parameters, we used a chunk

1https://data.cityofnewyork.us/Transportation/
2018-Yellow-Taxi-Trip-Data/t29m-gskq
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size of 1,000 new items per iteration (prioritizing the top 2 most
interesting leaf nodes) and a supplement size of 2,000 items per
iteration for our approach. We implemented everything in Python
3.8 with pandas and numpy, using the sklearn implementation of
regression trees with a maximum depth of 3, computed on standard
laptop hardware (i7-8550U with up to 4 GHz, 16 GB RAM). We
make the implementation of our approach as well as notebooks for
reproducing our benchmarks available on Github2.

Metrics We evaluated the two test cases to assess (a) how they
perform in selecting relevant data for the visualization and (b) how
well they avoid large deviations in the predicted interest. To assess
(a), we identified the top 1,000 most interesting items in the ground
truth, and for each test case count how many of these items are in
the progressive visualization at each iteration. For (b), we measured
descriptive statistics (min, mean, max, std) of the error compared
to the ground truth interest at the end of the progression. We also
measured the per-iteration runtime for each test case.

Results Results are summarized in Figure 3. For (a), our ap-
proach clearly outperformed the baseline, already retrieving all top-k
items within 433 chunks, indicating the benefits of the prioritization
step. For (b), our approach performed similar to the baseline in terms
of the mean error (baseline: 0.038, ours: 0.017), while reducing the
standard deviation (baseline: 0.038, ours: 0.01) and maximum error
(baseline: 0.44, ours: 0.39). It also clearly decreased the occur-
rence of errors larger than 0.1 (baseline: 59,845, ours: 624), i.e.,
errors more noticeable in a visualization. This indicates that our
model was able to detect and correct larger DOI errors through
the update step, while the baseline — lacking an update mecha-
nism — did not. Another interesting finding for (b) is that both test
cases almost exclusively overestimated the interest, meaning that
interest computed progressively is greater than interest computed
non-progressively (apparent in the histograms). We explain this as
an effect of the DOI function we used, which is affected by rare (i.e.,
unlikely to be sampled), high-valued outliers that reduce the interest
of all other data. In terms of the runtime our approach increased
median computation times from 2.04s for the baseline to around
2.06s (mean training times 0.0038s for 1k items, mean query times
0.0019s for 2k items). Both test cases significantly outperformed
the non-progressive computation at 97.43s regarding the time until
the first results were available.

While these results overall are promising regarding the use of
DOI function in progressive visualization, they only cover a static
scenario using a preset DOI function with fixed parameters. More
work is clearly necessary regarding their impact on interactive anal-
ysis scenarios, in which a user actively works with the dataset and
dynamically adjusts the DOI function.

5 IMPLICATIONS AND APPLICATIONS

Modeling user interest with regression trees There are several
additional benefits in modeling the user interest on progressive visu-
alization with regression trees. One is that regression trees have been
shown to perform well on small training datasets [18], particularly
useful in progressive visualization where chunk sizes are small com-
pared to the overall dataset size. Furthermore, their simple structure
means that training and predicting the user interest is generally fast,
and that the model is interpretable by analysts, even lending itself
to interactive adjustments as shown, for example, in the work by
v.d.Elzen et al. [24]. Lastly, user interest is often modeled hierar-
chically, for example, in feature definition language by Doleisch et
al. [3], meaning that regression trees are also a good fit.

There are also drawbacks to regression trees. For example, they
generally only support numeric and categorical data, but not textual
or graph datasets. They may also not always yield useful splits of the
data dimensions, making them inefficient at prioritizing interesting

2https://github.com/vis-au/prointerest/tree/doi-tree

(a) Number of top 1000 most relevant items retrieved.

(b) DOI error (lower is better)

Figure 3: Our benchmarks show our model outperforming the base-
line in terms of (a) the number of the most interesting items in the
visualization per iteration and (b) the DOI error.

data. They can also be over-sensitive to changes in the training
dataset, irrelevant attributes, and noise [20]. While the literature
proposes some solutions to addressing these shortcomings [15], re-
gression trees are not “perfect” models and should not be understood
as such. Despite of these theoretical limitations, their inherent ability
to generate Boolean queries for each leaf node makes regression
trees the most practical technique for our approach.

Interest-based tailoring of progressive visualization With the
user interest now computed, another consideration is how to tailor the
visualization. DOI-enabled concepts widely used in non-progressive
visualization like focus+context and information hiding can now also
be applied in progressive visualization. Beyond enabling established
approaches, we envision dedicated DOI-enabled techniques for the
specific challenges of progressive visualization, such as the unique
cognitive biases that only arise when visualizing data progressively
(see the recent study by Procopio et al. [19]). For example, to
alleviate illusion bias (“read something into incomplete results that is
not there” [19]) DOI functions can help draw the attention to changes
in interesting parts of the visualization whenever new data arrives,
automating progressive guards [14]. DOI function can also dampen
the visual “buzz” of progressive visualization (like so-called dancing
bars [16]), by limiting visual updates to parts of the visualization that
are relevant to the analysis task, dampening their effect elsewhere.
Thus, we see clear potential for future work in tailoring progressive
visualization to the user interest.

6 CONCLUSION

DOI functions underpin many techniques for tailoring visualizations
to analysts’ interests, focusing their work on relevant data. As the
data relevance changes throughout the analysis, we would need to
re-compute the user interest to stay “up to date”, which takes longer
and longer the bigger the dataset gets. By instead shifting from a
computed towards a predicted user interest, our approach allows us to
maintain useful interest values even on large datasets by computing
the DOI function only on a subset of the data. We see value for
this approach beyond the (still relatively young) research field of
progressive visualization, as runtime is also a constraint when the
entire dataset is visualized at once. Using progressive updates for
non-progressive visualization means that analysts can maintain their
flow here as well, while a full interest computation would break it.
Moreover, having the user interest available progressively opens the
door to new techniques for tailoring progressive visualizations.

https://github.com/vis-au/prointerest/tree/doi-tree
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